Improvement of mental imagery after prism exposure in neglect: a case study
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Previous work has shown that various symptoms of unilateral neglect, including the pathological shift of the subjective midline to the right, may be improved by a short adaptation period to a prismatic shift of the visual field to the right. We report here the improvement of imagined neglect after prism exposure in a patient with a left unilateral neglect. Despite a strong neglect observed for mental images as well as for conventional tests, the mental evocation of left-sided information from an internal image of the map of France was fully recovered following prism adaptation to the right. This improvement could not be explained by the alteration of visuomotor responses induced by the prism adaptation. Prism adaptation may therefore act not only on sensory-motor levels but also on a higher cognitive level of mental space representation and/or exploration.
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1. Introduction

Following right hemisphere damage, patients may show unilateral neglect – a neurological deficit of perception, attention, representation, and/or performing actions within their left-sided space [8]. Most manifestations of this syndrome may be temporarily reduced by vestibular, proprioceptive or transcutaneous stimulations. Improvement not only concerns extrapersonal and personal neglect, but also anosognosia, somatoparaphrenic delusions and the somatosensory and motor deficits often seen in association with the syndrome (see review in [15]).

Neglect of imagined space may also be temporarily reduced by vestibular stimulation. This improvement may concern imagery-description of familiar squares [6] or geographical maps [10]. In these experiments, the improvement was exhibited as an increased number of items recalled on the previously neglected side with little or no change on the ipsilesional side. This means that the vestibular stimulation does not act through a non-specific mechanism such as an increase in general arousal, neither can it result from a mechanism of global activation of the right hemisphere with a decreasing imbalance between the two hemispheres. Vestibular stimulation in neglect patients may thus act specifically on integrative mechanisms involved in the elaboration of the mental representation of space [10, 11].

Guariglia et al. [7] have shown that somatosensory stimulation may also improve imagined neglect. Indeed the effects of transcutaneous electrical neural stimulation on the left side of the neck induced an improvement of performance on the left side in mental representation of objects as well as the free drawing of objects, shape comparison and imagery-description of familiar squares. These results thus suggested that vestibular or somatosensory stimulation may influence the central mechanisms of multimodal integration involved in object as well as in space representation.

Recently, using a short adaptation period to a prismatic shift of the visual field to the right, Rossetti et al. [12] reported an improvement of various symptoms of hemispatial neglect in a group of right brain damaged neglect patients. A reduction of the subjective body midline shift toward the ipsilesional side, shown by these patients, was also noted following the prism adaptation. These findings suggested that, unlike the previous sensory stimulations, the effect of prism adaptation may be conceived as stimulating active processes involved in brain plasticity related to multisensory integration and space representation. However the tasks used in this experiment involved a visuo-manual response (e.g., line cancelling, drawing). Therefore one may ask whether the effect of visuo-motor adaptation could be explained by a di-
rect alteration of the manual output inherent to the tasks previously explored. An interesting question is whether the improvement observed after prism adaptation would also affect aspects of neglect, which are free from manual responses. We report the improvement of mental imagery after a prism exposure in a neglect patient.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Three subjects participated in this study. One patient with a left hemispatial neglect and two right-handed control-subjects (2 males respectively 56 and 67 years old).

The patient, J.C.G., was a 46 year-old, right-handed man with 14 years of schooling and a long history of hypertension and diabetes. J.C.G. was admitted to hospital on 6 June, 1996 after the sudden onset of a left hemiparesis, with a left homonymous hemianopia and loss of somesthetic sensation on the left side. Head and gaze were deviated to the right, but the patient could move his eyes towards the left both on verbal command and visual pursuit. Speech was mildly dysarthric and there was a right central facial paresis.

J.C.G. showed a florid left visuo-spatial neglect. For example, the patient omitted most of the left side when asked to draw a daisy or to copy a bicycle or a house (Fig. 1). He failed to complete the clock-face on the same occasion. On a line-cancellation test (1), the patient omitted to cross the left and middle section of the test sheet (28/40). Requested to bisect horizontal lines, he placed his transections significantly to the right of the centre (13). J.C.G. also showed a personal neglect, assessed by clinical examination. A left neglect of imagined space was also noted, when asked the patient to evoke mentally a street or a place of his town. The patient was quite alert, well oriented in time and co-operative. At the time of examination, one month post-onset, the patient was not anosognosic for the motor deficit and the visual deficit had disappeared. Neuropsychological examination also revealed a constructive apraxia dominant for 3D-objects. A CT scan performed 2 months after the stroke revealed a large area of hypodensity in the right hemisphere (Fig. 2). Bilateral carotid and vertebral angiography showed a complete thrombosis of the right internal carotid artery.

2.2. Procedure

Three tasks were used to test the effectiveness of prism adaptation in J.C.G. For the control-subjects, only the mental imagery task was performed before and after adaptation.

2.3. Pointing to straight-ahead

Subjective body-midline was evaluated by a simple manual pointing task. The patient was seated blindfolded in front of a horizontal box that permitted measurement of the finger movement endpoints with an accuracy of 1 deg. He was required to point straight-ahead while his head was kept aligned with the body’s sagittal axis. Ten pointing trials were performed in the pre-test (without goggles) and in the post-test (immediately upon the prism removal), in order to check that prism adaptation had been efficient. The cover of the experimental box allowed the patient to perform free pointing movements either without vision of the arm, or with a partial sight of the arm trajectory (exposure condition).

2.4. Free drawing of object

The patient was asked to draw a daisy from memory; The drawing was repeated in three sessions: prior to prism exposure (Pre-test), on prism removal (Post-test) and 24 hours later (Late-test).
2.5. Mental imagery task

Subjects were asked to mentally evoke the map of France and to name as many towns as possible on the map that they could ‘see’ within 2 minutes (see details in [8]). The patient was tested before adaptation (Pre-test), immediately after (Post-test) and 24 hours after (Late test) prism exposition.

Performance was rated by a global score corresponding to the total number of towns named within 2 minutes (total score). In addition, 2 scores were computed according to the geographical position of each named town, either on the right of the map central axis (Perpignan-Lille) (right score), or on the left of this axis (left score). Four sub-scores related to the geographical position of named towns on each lateral quarter of the map were also compared to test for extreme West and extreme East effects.

Results were subjected to three different analyses: (i) an ANOVA comparison of the mean horizontal distance of named towns from the Perpignan-Lille axis. In this analysis, the horizontal deviation was measured in mm on a standard map of France (scale: 1/5000000; 1 cm = 50 km), (ii) a comparison of the right and left scores with a Chi-2 analysis, and (iii) a comparison of each sub-score for each side with a Chi-2 analysis.

2.6. Prism adaptation

Subjects were exposed to a shift of the visual field to the right produced by prismatic lenses. The goggles were fitted with wide-field, wedge lenses creating an optical shift of 10 deg. The exposure period consisted in 50 pointing responses to visual targets presented 10 deg to the right or to the left of the objective body midline. During the prism exposure, subjects were asked to point at a fast but comfortable speed; they could see the target, the second half of their pointing trajectory and their terminal error. Their head was kept aligned with the body’s sagittal axis by a chin-rest and controlled by an investigator. The total duration of this exposure was about 3 minutes.

This experimental procedure was applied one month post-onset.

3. Results

3.1. Pointing to straight-ahead

In the Pre-test, the patient’s straight-ahead was initially shifted to the left (mean: $-5^\circ$; Standard Error of the Mean (SEM): 1.26). In the Post-test, the patient demonstrated a larger straight-ahead shift to the left (mean: $-14^\circ$; SEM: 0.52). Comparison by t-test of mean deviation observed before and following the adaptation revealed a very significant difference ($t(9) = 7.73; p < 0.0001$) indicating that J.C.G. could adapt to a lateral shift of the visual field to the right.

3.2. Free drawing of object

In the Pre-test, the patient drew a daisy restricted to a right half. In the Post-test, the patient drew a daisy with a surprising larger left half than the right and in the Late-test, an incomplete daisy with a smaller left half than the right (Fig. 3).

3.3. Mental imagery task

For the 2 control-subjects, the mean total score of named towns given prior to prism exposure (Pre-test) was 47.5 (respectively 22.5 for the right and 25 for the left). In the Post-test, the value was 44.5 (respectively...
Fig. 3. Drawings of a daisy, from memory, in three conditions: prior to prism exposure (Pre-test), immediately after removing the goggles (Post-test), and after a delay of about 24 hours following the prism exposure (Late-test).

23 for the right and 21.5 for the left). Moreover the comparison of the difference between the right and left scores showed no difference prior to prism exposure (−2.5) and after (1.5). For the 2 control-subjects, the mental evocation of the map of France thus was not modified by the prism adaptation.

For J.C.G., scores obtained before (Pre-test) and after prism adaptation (Post-test and Late-test) are indicated in Table 1. The total score of named towns given prior to prism exposure (Pre-test) was increased in the Post-test (on prism removal) and in the Late-test (after 24 hours). The geographical locus of responses also differed across conditions: in the Pre-test, most towns evoked by J.C.G. were located on the right of the midline axis of the map of France (Perpignan-Lille axis). The patient evoked only 3 towns on the left and 2 on the vertical axis. In the Post-test, J.C.G. evoked the same number of towns on the right of the Perpignan-Lille axis (which differed, however, in location from those previously named in the Pre-test), but he evoked 21 towns on the left of the Perpignan-Lille axis and 3 on the vertical axis. When tested 24 hours after prism exposure (Late-test), J.C.G. again named far fewer towns on the left side and the evoked towns were mostly located on the right of the Perpignan-Lille axis (Fig. 4).

A Chi-2 test performed on the left-right scores obtained in the 3 sessions showed a significant effect ($\chi^2(2) = 15.63, p < 0.0005$). Additional test performed between each pair of sessions showed a significant difference between the Pre- and the Post-tests ($\chi^2(1) = 9.41, p < 0.005$) and between the Post-
and the Late-tests ($\chi^2 = 10.83, p < 0.001$). The test performed between the Pre- and the Late-tests confirmed that there was no difference between these two sessions ($\chi^2 = 0.11, p > 0.50$).

In addition, comparisons were performed on the subscores obtained for each quarter of the map. The global comparison between the three sessions showed a significant effect ($\chi^2(6) = 27.12, p < 0.0001$). The additional comparison performed between the Pre- and the Post-tests was significant ($\chi^2(3) = 13.19, p < 0.005$). Again, the comparison between the Post- and the Late-tests was significant ($\chi^2(3) = 20.57, p < 0.0001$) and the comparison between the Pre- and the Late-tests revealed no significant difference ($\chi^2(2) = 1.36, p > 0.50$). Interestingly, the highest contributions to the $\chi^2$ in the global comparison of four subscores were found for the leftmost quarter (3.75) and for the right-most quarter (−3.52) of the Post-test (see Fig. 4).

Computation of the mean horizontal deviation from the map central axis also provided variance estimates, which were used to assess the horizontal extent of attention across the mental map. The square root of these variances are displayed in Fig. 5 as SD whiskers. The pair-comparison of these variances revealed that the Pre-test variance significantly differed from the two others ($F(40, 22) = 1.80, p < 0.05$ and $F(34, 22) = 1.75, p < 0.01$). The Post- and Late-tests variances did not differ significantly ($F(40, 34) = 1.03, p > 0.25$). This suggested that the spatial span of attention was increased after adaptation and that this increase was maintained over 24 hours. In addition, Fig. 5 shows that the evolution of the mean position of towns named and of its variance can be dissociated: prism adaptation produced a more lasting effect on the horizontal width explored on the map than on the mean distance to midline.

4. Discussion

Before prism exposure, J.C.G. showed a left visual hemineglect on conventional tasks and a left neglect of imagined space on a task requiring him to report from an imagined representation of the map of France without an ipsilesional shift of the subjective midline. In J.C.G., the same side of space (left) was affected by representational and visuospatial neglect. But the shift of the subjective midline was in the opposite direction, further supporting that this particular manifestation can be dissociated from other symptoms of neglect [5].

The neglect of imaginal space shown by J.C.G. in the mental evocation of the map of France is similar to that reported previously in 14 neglect patients [10, 11]. It suggests a distorted representation of the geographic map, which could be conceived of as a topologically structured representation split between the two cerebral hemispheres [2, 3].

Immediately after prism adaptation, modifications of the mental evocation were evidenced: (i) the total number of towns named by the patient within 2 minutes was increased, suggesting that the prism adaptation facilitated the mental evocation of the map. (ii) This increase concerned mainly the evocation of towns located on the left half of map, suggesting a regression of
left representational neglect and (iii) no town is evoked on the east-most part of map, suggesting a significant shift of mental evocation toward the left side of the image and a paradoxical 'neglect' of the right side. Moreover following the adaptation, the patient showed improved drawing with reduced asymmetry of the daisy. This improvement was also paralleled by the significant increase of the straight-ahead shift toward the left side, which again suggests that these two symptoms can be dissociated. The reversal effect observed after prism adaptation strongly supports the idea that the effect of this manipulation on neglect is attributable to a specific directional mechanism, and not just to a general improvement of cognitive functions.

After a delay of about 24 hours, following the prism exposure, the previous modifications of mental evocation had disappeared and the patient again showed left neglect of imaginal space, comparable with performance prior to adaptation. However the total number of towns named remained larger than before prism exposure, probably reflecting learning of the mental task. On the other hand, the improvement in daisy drawing was partially maintained. The difference between drawing from memory and mental evocation may be explained by the involvement of a manual response in daisy drawing.

In J.C.G., a short adaptation period to a prismatic shift of the visual field to the right significantly improved the mental evocation of left-sided information from a geographical space, and the free drawing from memory. We have already reported an improvement in a task of drawing from memory or in copying following prism exposure in a group of 6 right brain damaged neglect patients [12]. In this case, a novel effect of prism adaptation is reported in a task of mental imagery. In this task, the subject had to generate an inner image of map from the long-term memory and explore it. It should be noticed that this level of space representation clearly differs from the sensory-motor level, directly stimulated by prism adaptation. The reduction of imaginal neglect shown by J.C.G. after the prism adaptation suggests that the stimulation of active processes involved in the plasticity of sensori-motor correspondences by the prism adaptation can also influence cognitive processes at the level of mental representation. This result thus further supports the idea
that the process of prism adaptation could activate brain functions related to multisensory integration and higher spatial representations.

It should be remembered that the generalisation of prism adaptation has been shown to be rather restricted in normals. In conditions comparable to the ones used here (i.e., with head movements prevented by a chin rest and a short prism exposure), there was usually no generalisation of the adaptation to the arm that was not used during the exposure. In addition, short-term prism exposure, as used in our experiment, does not usually give rise to a change in the resting gaze posture. These data strongly contrast with the high degree of generalisation observed in patients with unilateral neglect. Two hypotheses may account for these results.

The first hypothesis is that the general sensitivity to the prismatic shift would be higher in patients than in controls. Accordingly, the amount of after-effect found in patients is twice that in normals [12]. In addition, it is usual that patients exhibit more variable performance than normals, which suggests that their spatial functions are more labile than normals. For these two reasons a deeper effect of adaptation should be expected in patients, that may generalise to non-motor tasks. The second hypothesis is derived from the observation that patients do not adapt to a leftward visual shift [12]. This effect would indicate that neglect patients have a tendency to react to prism in such a way as to alter their sensori-motor system only in a beneficial way. This tendency may rely on the action of error signals generated by the neglect syndrome on the spatial representation structures. Error signals linked to neglect that are provided to the brain during the prism exposure, may have a synergistic effect with the adaptation process proper and potentialise the effect of the prisms. Moreover a related issue concerns the lack of a prism adaptation effect on the control subjects.

In addition, this case raises an intriguing question regarding the effect of prism adaptation on mental imagery, and the format of mental representation (4). In J.C.G., does prism exposure facilitate the elaboration of a symmetrical image of the map (3), or the mental exploration of an entire map representation (14)? The mental shift shown by the patient following prism adaptation and the poorer exploration of the right part of the map may suggest that the adaptation facilitated the mental exploration rather than the mental generation of the left part of the image. The effects of adaptation may thus involve a ‘mental shift’ of selective attentional processes to the neglected-side of an inner image. Lastly, the variance of the horizontal position of the towns named in the three tests suggested that prism adaptation induced an increase of the horizontal span of attention applied to mental images. Three common features can be found between the present result and the study of actual oculomotor exploration of space [9]. First, the total spatial area of exploration was significantly enlarged in both studies. Second, the bias to one side of the median axis was reduced after prism exposure (the present study) as well as after neck vibration or vestibular stimulation [9]. Third, the horizontal span of spatial exploration was increased for both mental (this study) and oculomotor [9] tasks. In addition, the prism adaptation resulted not only in an increase in the number of towns named on the left but also in a significant decrease in the number of towns reported on the right-most part of the map.
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